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Abstract

Different methods for radiographic image contrast enhancement are
studied, implemented and compared. The efficiency of the techniques in
improving image contrast is then evaluated both on a subjective evaluation
from specialized physicians and an objective evaluation from a patient
positioning system in proton therapy treatment. One technique is then
proposed to improve the performance of patient positioning in an IBA
ProteusOne treatment room.

1 Introduction

1.1 Proton Therapy.

Proton therapy is a type of external radiotherapy that uses a focused beam
of protons to irradiate tissue of the body containing cancer cells. The main
advantage of proton radiotherapy is that it allows to augment the dose on the
tumour while keeping low the dose to adjacent structures. This is due to the
nature of the proton beam, which delivers a low dose in its way to the tumor,
suddenly rising to a peak when the protons are ultimately stopped. This peak,
also called Bragg peak, allows for the composition of a constant dose in a desired
area, while assuring a smaller dose to the distal and proximal tissue. To achieve
this, proton beams with different energy are added to create the total beam,
which delivers a maximum dose to the tumour, the SOBP region (Spread Out
Bragg Peak), as can be seen at figure 1.

Compared to standard techniques, the advantage of proton therapy is a
smaller dose to the non healthy tissue, which minimizes the risk for radiation
induced side effects such as secondary cancers, especially of the skin. Moreover,
it is generally accepted that the effect of one unit of absorbed proton dose is
slightly higher than the one of conventional radiotherapy. More exactly, the
relative biological effectiveness of protons versus photons is 1.1. [1].

Compared to the traditional X-ray therapy, proton radiotherapy opens new
solutions to cancer treatment, but also creates new challenges, as the located
high dose of radiation of proton therapy makes a correct positioning and energy
selection a much more important matter. The main challenge of this is due to
the sudden decay of the beam and the lesser radiation levels on the beginning.
Thus, any error on the positioning due to organ, patient or system movement
could lead to the beam going through a thicker tissue than expected and thus
not irradiating the entire tumour. These challenges and some of the adopted
solutions, with advanced Image Guidance treatments are addressed at [2].
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Figure 1: The SOBP region is the result of the sum
of several proton beams (thin blue lines) with

different energy. On red, the depth-dose of an X-ray
beam. The additional dose provided by it is shown

in pink. Source: Wikipedia.

Thus, imaging and positioning of the patient play a crucial role in proton
therapy, as they ensure a good treatment while minimizing the side effects of
the radiotherapy. The aim of this thesis is to study, compare and test which
contrast enhancement methods are the best to improve the system.

In order to produce the proton beams, a cyclotron is used to accelerate the
beams and then are directed to the tumour by means of potent magnets. This
makes the proton therapy less available compared to other types of radiotherapy
which need smaller, less complex and by extent, cheaper machines to operate.

1.2 Patient positioning techniques in a proton treatment
room.

Since a bad position of the patient or beam could lead to radiation of healthy
tissue, this makes a reliable way of positioning the patient as initially planned
needed. This is done by mean of a co-registration algorithm to align the patient
images taken at the treatment table with images of the treatment planning.
The patient is then moved by means of a gantry. The image alignment must be
visually validated by the radiotherapy technician (RTT), as seen in figure 2.

The obtention of the images at the table (oblique images) can be seen at
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Figure 2: The co-registration and validation process.

figure 3, while in figure 4 it can be seen how each side of the patient is obtained
with an oblique inclination.

Figure 3: The IBA treatment room. The patient is
placed on the bed, where the oblique radiographic
images are obtained by projecting X-rays onto the

flat panel.

Figure 4: View of the IBA treatment room where it
can be appreciated how both oblique images are

obtained: the X-rays are projected from below and
received by two tilted receivers.
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1.3 Radiographic images: acquisition and understanding

To have a better understanding on the qualities and characteristics of the ra-
diographic images, a brief chapter describing the basics of radiography imaging
is presented.

A radiography is an image which has been obtained through exposure of an
adequate receptor to high energy radiation, commonly X-rays. This radiation is
attenuated when passing through materials depending on the density, and thus
can provide information about the interior of objects, or in this case, patients.

The radiation necessary is produced by an X-Ray Tube. The X-Ray Tube
consists of a vacuum tube with two ends, the positive, known as anode, and
the negative, known as the cathode. When the filament at the end of the
cathode takes the high current passed by, it heats to such an extent that some
electrons break free from the forces holding them at the cathode and, due to
the differential of tension, move towards the anode. When this electrons hit the
anode, they do not only release a high amount of energy in the form of heat,
but also in form of x-rays, that exit the tube through a window. The user of
the X-Ray tube can control the current and difference in voltage U between
the anode and the cathode and thus, the amount and the energy of electrons
that will collide with the anode, effectively increasing the number of X-rays
produced. A schematic picture of an X-ray is presented at figure 5.

Figure 5: A simplified scheme of a X-Ray tube.

The X-Rays are then passed through the patient and captured by an ade-
quate sensor. The X-Ray dosage for a patient needs to be as small as possible,
because the radiation is harmful for the human body. Most of the efforts in
radiographic imaging field are to improve the obtained image in order to obtain
similar results with a smaller dose.
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The X-Rays that arrive to the sensor are attenuated according to

Iout = Iine
−µd

Where Iout is the intensity value detected at the sensor and Iin is the in-
tensity provided by the X-ray tube. However, µ depends on the density of the
object the X-ray passes through:

µ =

∫ xout

−xin

µ(x)dx

This Iout is the one captured by the sensor and it provides information about
the material it has gone through. A low value is due to a high attenuation, which
corresponds to high density, and vice versa. However, most of the acquiring
systems invert the intensity values, as it is usually easier for human viewers to
understand white as an object and black as the background, as it can be seen
at figure 6.

Figure 6: The raw acquisition, with brighter values
where there is no attenuation (left), and the invert

image, easier to understand to the human brain
(right).

1.4 Human vision

As it has been previously mentioned, human vision works better on white im-
ages with darker background, but this is not the only feature of a good image.
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The contrast of the image is a very important feature as well. Human vision can
only differentiate up to 400 intensity values, which makes the processing very
important if the images are going to be viewed by humans. Where a computer
can appreciate and find a slow intensity decay along an image with 65536 dif-
ferent values, the human eye will see no difference at all. This is due to the Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) [3], which is the difference on the intensity needed
to be appreciated. While it is true that JND plays a big role on contrast, sharp
edges make a visual difference. If the intensity values slowly vary from one re-
gion to another, it may be hard for the viewer to distinguish the edge between
objects, but if the intensity makes a sudden change, the difference is more likely
to be appreciated. In fact, a sudden change is only a change with a value higher
than the JND. This can be apreciated at figure 7.

Figure 7: The 2D representation of a sharp edge
(red) compared to a soft edge (blue). On a real

image, the red edge would mean a sudden change in
intensity, which makes the borders of objects easier

to see.

The DR images have three main features that need to be improved for the
doctors to do a better validation:

� Bone Structure: The bones and their structures need to be as clear and
visible as possible, as they are used as a visual landmarks when validating
the co-registration positioning system.

� Fiducial markers: Wires inserted in the patient before the procedure to
help the doctor on the alignment validation. They have a small size
(around 3-4 millimetres) and are usually made of gold, so they are brighter
than the bones on a radiography.
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� Soft tissues: The soft tissues of the body need to be as little visible as
possible, as they obstruct the view from the bones and the markers, while
providing no useful information.

All of these features can be improved with an improvement on the image
contrast. A higher contrast would mean brighter bones and markers, with a less
visible soft tissue.
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2 Methods for contrast enhancement of radio-
graphic 2D images

2.1 What is an image

To apply these methods, the first thing needed is to achieve an understanding
of what is an image and the different ways of seeing it. A digital image is a
visual representation of the world, acquired by different methods. While 3D im-
ages exist and are not uncommon in medical imaging, in this thesis the images
mentioned will always be 2D. This 2D concept can be because of the sensor,
which captures an object in a 2 dimension plane, such as in the Digital Radio-
graphy (DR), or because of a projection from a 3D image, such as the Digital
Reconstructed Radiography (DRR). While the objects the image represent are
continuous and free of noise, their representation on an image is discrete and
noisy. This is due to the physical limitations of the capturing device, which also
determines some characteristics of the obtained image:

1. Size: The size of an image is the quantity of pixels it has. It is normally
noted as two numbers denoting the number of rows and columns. The size
has a direct impact on image quality, as higher size means higher number
of pixels, which is translated into a more detailed image. For the DR
images used here, the image size is 1440 × 1440 pixels, and 1024 × 1024
for the DRR.

2. Resolution: The resolution is the physical size of the pixel. Thus, it
is clearly linked to image quality. For the DR images, the resolution is
0.184mm×0.184mm for each pixel, whereas DRR images have a 0.5mm×
0.5mm for pixel.

3. Bit depth: The bit depth is the number of bits used to indicate the color of
a pixel or the intensity for black and white images. Images with a higher
bit depth will have more different values. This is an important feature to
image processing, but not to human vision, as it has been studied that
the human visual system can only see up to 400 different intensity values.
Thus, the same image with a 16 bit depth, with 65536 intensity values,
would have no visual improvement over a 9 bit depth, with 512 values.
Both the DR and DRR images have a bit depth of 16 bits.

4. Noise: Noise is an undesired random variation on intensity which is present
in all radiographic images. Noise is the result of many factors, including
electronic noise, sensor circuitry and from the unavoidable shot noise of a
photon detector. Noise is always present in all the images and it is impos-
sible to completely remove it. However, some techniques are available to
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reduce both its visual impact and the SNR ratio. On the DR images, the
noise is mostly a product of scatter and low photon counts.

There are three principal ways of understanding an image, as a collection of
pixels, a collection of objects, or as an infinite sum of frequency coefficients.

2.1.1 An image as pixels

This is the most naive and intuitive way of understanding an image, as a set
of pixels arranged in a rectangular grid representing the world as it has been
captured by the sensor. In this understanding, the pixels are uncorrelated to
each other as no continuity is assumed. Each pixel is the result of a photon
sensor capturing an intensity value.

The histogram is an excellent tool to work under these assumptions, as it
merely counts the number of times an intensity value is present on the image
to apply later a transformation on each value, without taking into account its
position, surroundings, or which part of the image it belongs.

2.1.2 An image as a set of morphological objects

A more complex way of understanding an image is as a set of objects captured
by a sensor, the most simple case being an object against a background. In this
scenario, pixels are considered organised based on some previous assumptions,
such as their intensity or the intensity of their neighbours, depending on the
pixel position. In DR images, brighter pixels can be considered to be bone
structures, while darker pixels are usually soft tissue or background.

This way of seeing an image allows for methods that take into account the
neighbourhood of pixels and take advantage from features such as homogeneity,
correlation or intensity values. By this, useful information such as borders or
regions can be obtained.

2.1.3 An image as frequencies

The more complex way of seeing an image is as a sum of infinite frequency
coefficients, also called Fourier coefficients. This way, the values at each pixel
are the result of an infinite sum. This allows us to divide the image into different
frequency bands,via a bi-dimensional Fourier transform, and operate differently
on each one.
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This leads to methods that can enhance specific bands, which are later seen
better by the human vision. Moreover, the noise, because of its nature, tends
to be located in the high frequency bands. Therefore, these methods, when
correctly applied, yield a good result against the noise.

2.2 Contrast enhancing methods

The State of the Art for radiography imaging has a vast catalogue of techniques
and methods. However, given the complexity of the human body and the differ-
ences present in each zone, these algorithms are naturally very specific in order
to obtain the best results in each region of the body. Here I will discuss the
basic processes that form the basic ground when developing a more complex
and specific system.

These methods can be divided by the way they approach the image, by a
pixel by pixel computation or frequency bands operations.

The images used for studying the algorithms are in fact the representation of
the attenuation, obtained after preprocessing, as it has been detailed on section
1.3.

2.2.1 Pixel based algorithms

An effective and easy way to deal with images is to treat them at a pixel level.
These algorithms deal with each pixel individually depending on their value and
the surrounding pixels and convert their values to a desirable output often by
means of a Look Up Table (LUT).

This approach is fast while providing good results, but is completely blind
to some image features such as size or shape of the elements, as it lacks a global
view on the image. Moreover, most of these algorithms fail to control noise
and often enhance it, or generate undesirable artefacts because of their narrow
scope.

This type of algorithms is widely used for different fields and purposes. On
the medical image processing, they have proved their value, as they form a good
base to develop more complex and sophisticated techniques.
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2.2.1.1 Intensity Scaling

Intensity scaling [4] [5], also called contrast adjustment is the simplest method
of enhancing contrast on images. The main goal is to map every pixel on the
original image to obtain an image that is best suited for processing, evaluation,
or simply for display. Since there is an infinite number of mapping that can
be applied to an image, finding the best intensity scaling procedure is highly
application dependent.

The idea behind intensity scaling is to enhance a certain intensity range
to improve the contrast of the image. This is achieved by a pixel by pixel
transformation that does not need to be invertible. The transformation can
have any form with little to none limitations. For computational reasons, this
function is often converted to a LUT, that is later used to transform the pixel
values.

Mathematically, the process can be described as:

Imageout = M(Imagein)

where M is the mapping function, highly application dependant.

Some cases of contrast adjustment can be seen at figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8: A saturated output is produced because of
the mapping of most of the pixels to the white value.
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Figure 9: A good mapping function provides a
better result.

2.2.1.2 Cumulative Histogram Equalization

To avoid the need for a human calibration for the mapping function, there
are automated algorithms to obtain a good mapping function. One is contrast
enhancement through the Cumulative Histogram Equalization (CHE)[4] [5] [6].
CHE is a widely used technique on image processing. It relies on a mapping of
the input image through a known and invertible function, which can be easily
computed from the image histogram. This mapping is designed in a way that
the intensities of the image are better distributed through the available image
depth. In order for the function to be invertible, it needs to be bijective, so
all the inputs have a different output and viceversa. This happens when the
function used does not have any clipped regions, such as functions in figures 8
and 9.

As in the contrast adjustment, the process can be described as:

Imageout = M(Imagein)

where M is the mapping function, obtained from the histogram of Imagein.

This function M can be obtained by more than one way, but the most
common way to achieve it is to compute it as the normalized cumulative sum of
the histogram bins, as it can be seen at figure 10, while the result of applying
it to the image can be seen at figure 11. By doing this, the resulting function
will have a higher slope where the intensity count is higher, and therefore will
be expanded more than the rest.
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This method works well on images where the background and foreground
have a very similar intensity level, and is very useful on enhancing the con-
trast of bone structures. Due to the mapping function, CHE works better on
images which have a high image depth, such as 16-bit gray scale images. For
low image depths, CHE can produce some undesirable effects as a gradient or
even reducing the image depth. Being a pixel based algorithm, the CHE is
an indiscriminate method, which means that it can also enhance the contrast
of undesirable background noise, so usually a noise removal is recommended.
Moreover, this method is computationally cheap, as once the histogram has
been obtained, applying it is fast. The code for this method can be found at
appendix B.1.1.

2.2.1.3 Adaptive Histogram Equalization

One of the drawbacks of the previously discussed CHE is that it does not take
into account local details and features of the image. In order to solve this,
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) attempts to apply a different mapping
to each pixel based on the histogram of the surrounding zone of the pixel. This
has proven to show very good results on a wide range of images [6].

This method produces a very good result as each pixel is now treated in-
dividually and mapped accordingly to its surroundings, but it is obviously too
computationally expensive, as it computes N × L cumulative histogram func-
tions to map each pixel of the image, where N and L are the pixel dimensions
of the image.

In order to obtain a good result without raising the computational expenses,
an interpolation algorithm is introduced. Firstly, the image is divided into
rectangular blocks, and a histogram is calculated for each block, thus reducing
drastically the number of histograms required.Then, each block is divided on
four regions, as each region has its own set of nearest neighbours. After this,

Figure 10: Histogram of the previous image with its
mapping function as a normalized cumulative sum
(left) and the resulting output histogram (right).
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each pixel is then mapped to its four nearest neighbours mapping functions
and the final output value is calculated as a bilinear interpolation of these four
results. The blocks that form the borders and corners of the image are treated
differently, as it can be seen at figure 12. The result of this method can be seen
at figure 13. For the borders, a simple linear interpolation with the two nearest
neighbours is done, whereas the corners are obtained by the individual mapping
of the block cumulative histogram function. The continuity of the interpolation
coefficients guarantees local continuity on the transitions of regions.

Figure 11: Original image (left), and output image
(right) after applying CHE mapping from figure 10.

Figure 12: The image is divided into blocks (bold
line), and then regions (dashed line). Each region is
then classified into corner (red), border (green) and
interior (blue).The histograms are calculated for
each block and used for the interpolation (black

squares).
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The selected block size is an important parameter, not only on computational
expenses, but also to contrast enhancement. A large block size enhances large
scale contrast, while low size will enhance small details, which can produce
artefacts. This presents an advantage over classical CHE, since AHE has an
effective way to discriminate elements on the image. Nevertheless, the algorithm
is weak against images that have regions with high homogeneity, characterized
by a peak on image intensity. These images will be converted to the whole
range of the total resulting image, which can amplify small amounts of noise.
The code for this method can be found at appendix B.1.2.

Figure 13: Input image and region division,with a
block size of 360 pixels (left) and the output after

the AHE has been done(right).
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2.2.2 Frequency based algorithms

The family of frequency based algorithms relies on the frequency information
from an image to improve or change it. These methods aim to decompose the
image into frequency bands to later select and enhance the ones that provide
more information and/or are more important.

These methods make use of the Fourier Transform or the faster version, the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT is able to perform a discrete Fourier
transform fast and efficiently, and it is widely used in signal processing.

One of the major advantages of these algorithms is their capability to filter
noise, as most of the noise is often located in the high frequency band, and by
having a way to discard or attenuate this band, the resulting noise is greatly
reduced.

However, if the images have most of the information gathered around a
specific frequency band, these methods yield very little improvement. For dis-
cussing the State of the Art on them I will use as input the output from the
AHE. This is because the physical images have their frequency information re-
ally clustered around the low frequencies, and the application of AHE outputs
a better frequential distribution, as it can be seen at figure 14. The effect of a
simple Unsharp Mask on a non-preprocessed image can be seen at 17.

Figure 14: Fourier transformation of the original
image (left) and of the AHE output (right). The red

circle denotes the 50% of the signal power.
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2.2.2.1 Unsharp Mask

The Unsharp Mask is a method used not only on image processing, but is also
used in photography to enhance the photos and give them a unnatural effect by
sharpening the edges. Its mechanic is easy and simple. It aims to improve the
contrast between different elements by enhancing the borders between them [4]
[5].

To do so, it firstly creates a blurred version of the image, the unsharp mask,
that can be done by convolving the image by a low pass filter or by simple
averaging. The blurred image is then subtracted from the original, which creates
a new image, that contains the high frequency band, where all the details are.
Nowadays, there exist fast methods to obtain the blurred image, making this
method a very fast and with a low computational expense.

Once the image has been decomposed, the method multiplies the details by a
gain factor and recomposes the image again. This produces highly sharp edges,
that improve the visual quality of the image.

In conclusion, the image output can be computed as:

Iblurred = Imageinput ∗ lowpass filter

Idetails = Imageinput − Iblurred
Ioutput = Iblurred +G× Idetails

Where G is the Gain applied to the high frequency component. Figure 15
depicts the work flow of the unsharp mask method.

This method does not work well with images with a lot of homogeneity, so
a preprocessing of the images is recommended. At figure 16, the input image
is the result of applying this method to the previously discussed AHE,while at
figure 17 it can be seen the results of applying it directly to the image. The
code for this method can be found at appendix B.1.3.

Input
image

Low pass
filter

+ G +
Output
image+

+

−

High
frequency

image
Amplified

details

+

Figure 15: The Unsharp Mask method.
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Figure 16: Original image (top left), Output image
(top right), blurred mask (bottom left), high-pass

image (bottom right). Due to resolution and image
depth, the high pass image seems to be black.

However, it can be appreciated on the differences
between the input and the output images.
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Figure 17: The Unsharp Mask applied to a
unprocessed image. There is no much difference

between the input and the output.

2.2.2.2 Adaptive Unsharp Mask

This algorithm improves the results from the unsharp mask by selecting a vari-
able gain for each region. Similar to the AHE, the Adaptive Unsharp Mask
(AUM)[3] divides the image into blocks and then applies a different gain to
each block center. The rest of the gain matrix G is easily computed by interpo-
lation.

The aim of selecting a different gain for each block is to limit the amplifi-
cation of the noise found on the detail image. By assigning a gain lower than
1 to the blocks with most high frequency activities, the resulting noise on the
output image is greatly lowered.

The method calculates the mean on each block after applying a simple edge
detection algorithm. The blocks with a mean higher than a threshold are said
to be rich in details and thus get a higher gain. The threshold is calculated
automatically from the blocks data, by calculating the mean gradient value of
each block, obtaining its smoothed histogram and locating the first minimum
of the curve. The process can be seen at figure 18, while the obtained gain
after the interpolation is at figure 19. Being a method derived from the unsharp
mask that only adds a small histogram and a very simple classification, this can
be considered as a fast and cheap computation method. A comparison between
the Unsharp Mask and its adaptative counterpart can be seen at figure 20. The
code for this method can be found at the appendix B.1.4.
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Figure 18: The different parts of the AUM: block
segmentation and edge detection (top left), block

assignment (top right), original image (bottom left)
and histogram of mean from the blocks with

threshold decision (bottom right).

Figure 19: Interpolation points and result of the
gain for the sharp mask.
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Figure 20: Unsharp Mask (left) and output of the
Adaptive Unsharp Mask (right). The technique

yields an image with brighter borders and structures.

2.2.2.3 Multi-scale Edge Enhancement

This method relies on dividing the image into different bandwidths and scales
to evaluate and study its characteristics at different resolution levels. To do
so, it uses a known family of functions, called wavelets, that effectively decom-
pose an image into a orthogonal base of coefficient matrices that can be later
reassembled. Each coefficient matrix is then down sampled in order to acquire
a lower resolution image, that will be later evaluated and/or modified.

For a discrete one dimensional signal and a level one decomposition, the
system can be represented with a diagram block such as in figure 21:

Input signal

Low-pass
filter

High-pass
filter

↓ 2

↓ 2

Low-pass
coefficients

High-pass
coefficients

Figure 21: One level Wavelet decomposition.

For more levels, the system is called again recursively, with each layer gen-
erating smaller scale coefficients, as it can be seen at figure 22:

In order to study and apply the algorithm to bi-dimensional signals such as
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Input signal L1 ↓ 2
Level 1

coefficients

H1 ↓ 2 L2

H2

↓ 2

↓ 2

Level 2
coefficients

...

Figure 22: Multilevel Wavelet decomposition.

images,the system must be changed to something similar to figure 23:

Input signal

Low-pass

horizontal

filter

High-pass

horizontal

filter

↓ 2

↓ 2

Low-pass

vertical

filter

High-pass

vertical

filter

Low-pass

vertical
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Figure 23: Bi-dimensional wavelet decomposition

The iteration is applied directly on the approximation, and each level is
composed of four images of size N/2×N/2, N being the size of the original image.
Each image corresponds to a different component of the image: horizontal,
diagonal, vertical edges and image approximation. The last is a down-sampled
blurred image with the general information and is the input for the next level
iteration. This way, an image can be divided into different scale details, which
can be later studied or enhanced. The output for the test image of Lena can be
seen at figure 24. Needless to say, as the number of levels used increases, so do
the computational cost of this method.

As some authors have proposed [7][8], the family functions used to decompose
the signal has a great impact on the output coefficients, such as different noise
reduction, spectral or frequency resolution. However, a series of conditions need
to be satisfied in order for a transformation to be fully reversible.

Once the image is decomposed, a function can be defined in order to enhance
those characteristics of the coefficients that are valuable, such as edges, corners
or other elements. After this, the image is recomposed using the inverse system.
Thus, the resulting output image presents a great improvement over the original.
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Figure 24: Level 1 wavelet decomposition (left) and
level 2 wavelet decomposition (right). Note how the
output from the level 1 decomposition is used to the

level 2.

The function used on the coefficients will determine, along with the de-
composing functions, the final result. Thus it is very important to choose an
appropriate function that enhances the visual characteristics while maintaining
the noise ratio as low as possible.

This method, however, fails to improve images when there is a high homo-
geneity or the intensity fades lowly, as the coefficients give very few information
that can be enhanced. Thus the output is very similar to the input. This makes
it a bad choice for radiographic images, as it can be seen at figure 25.

2.2.2.4 Homogeneity selective Unsharp Mask

This method is a composition between the classical Unsharp Mask and the ho-
mogeneity denoising method presented in section 2.2.3.3. It has been developed
in this thesis. The idea behind it is to diminish the noise produced by the gain
applied to the high pass image of the unsharp mask by studying the homogene-
ity of the high frequency band. By this we aim to treat the noise on the band
where it is more located: the high frequency.

After obtaining both components of the image, a study is done in the high
frequency component to determine the homogeneous pixels, as detailed in sec-
tion 2.2.3.3. The output is then correlated with small lines to try to extract only
the pixels that are not only homogeneous but also are part of a bigger feature,
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Figure 25: Wavelet decomposition with one level
(left) and with two levels (right). As the coefficients
are too low, any operations done on them will have

little effect when the reconstruction is done.

as the correlation of a pixel will yield a low value if the pixel is isolated, which
can be seen in figure 26.

Figure 26: Homogeneity information obtained by the
unsharp mask (left) and the final gain applied
(right), after correlating it to find the relevant

structures.

The output of this method is visually very similar to the output provided by
the unsharp mask, as can be seen at figure 27, but there is a substantial increase
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on the SNR ratio of the image, which can count up to 10 dB. The code of this
method can be seen at B.1.5.

Figure 27: Output of the homogeneity based
unsharp mask (left) and output of the unsharp mask

alone (right). Although it can not be seen in this
small resolution, the unsharp mask with

homogeneity provides a slightly less noisy image.

2.2.3 Noise reduction algorithms

The need for noise reduction is a product of the processing methods described
above. Frequency based methods tend to amplify noise, since the noise tends
to be located at the high frequency. Moreover, it is easier for the human eye
to appreciate noise on these bands [3]. For the pixel based methods, the use
of histogram equalizations, more specially of adaptive equalization, tends to
sharpen pixels, as it makes the difference between neighbour pixels substantially
bigger. Thus, noise reduction is needed in order to create smooth images that
are easy to see, while keeping the important features of the image intact.

After applying the following noise reduction techniques before and after pro-
cessing the image with the contrast enhancement methods. I decided to apply
them after the processing, as both the visual features and SNR of the images
have little or no change when the noise is removed previous to it. This is due
to the fact that most of the techniques used, such as the unsharp mask or the
histogram equalization, tend to amplify the noise present in the images, which
is difficult to subtract from the original image. Results from applying a median
filter before and after processing the images with various methods can be seen
at table 1.
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SNR (dB)
Noise CH AHE UM HUM UMCH CHUM
Before 4.7723 8.2921 10.4607 3.8357 4.7541 3.8357
After 4.7733 8.4919 10.4695 10.2127 4.7907 3.9034

Table 1: Comparison on the SNR applying a median
filter before and after the contrast enhancement

methods.

CHE: Cumulative Histogram Equalization
AHE: Adaptative Histogra Equalization
UM: Unsharp Mask
HSUM: Homogeneity Selected Unsharp Mask
UMCH: Unsharp Mask + Cumulative Histogram
CHUM: Cumulative Histogram +Unsharp Mask

2.2.3.1 Smooth filters

Smooth filters are the simplest method available and play a major role on ap-
plications that do not require or can not afford a complex denoising system.
When applying a smooth filter, the output image is obtained by convolving the
image with a small filter. The shape and coefficients of it vary and can adapt
to different situations; the simplest filter is the rectangular average. This re-
places each pixel in the image with the average of the pixels in a rectangular
window centred on it. Complex smoothing filters may present complex shapes
and weighed functions, such as conical or Gaussian curves.

2.2.3.2 Median Filter and derivates

The median filter is a valuable tool used in image processing to remove or
minimize impulsive noise, specially ”salt and pepper” noise. Its functioning
is simple, for each pixel in the image, a window is centred and the output of
the filter is the median value found in the window. This completely negates
values that are too high or too low and may disturb the visualization, and
leaves the overall image close to the original, while not being too expensive
computationally. However, it creates an undesired blur effect that can affect
the image qualities and features.

To solve this, some methods have been developed that aim to reduce this
noise while keeping the blur effect to a minimum. The viability and performance
of these methods are further studied in [9], [10]. These methods often classify
the pixels in order to apply different size median filters. A naive but efficient
method to do this is to apply the filter only to the pixels which are the maximum
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or minimum value of the pixels. However, more complex methods have been
created.

2.2.3.3 Median filter based on homogeneity level

The method presented by Frosio et al at [10] aims to effectively the image while
keeping the blur effect to a minimum. To achieve this, a study of each intensity
level and of its surroundings is done in order to evaluate the homogeneity level
for each pixel. The homogeneity level is then used to classify each pixel. Thus
for each pixel we can apply a different median filter or no filter at all.

First of all, a co-occurrence matrix is computed. A co-occurrence matrix
is a N × N matrix, being N the number of different values on an image. For
computational reasons, I have used only 256 values to evaluate the image and
the classification. Nonetheless, the different filters are applied on the 16 bits
depth image. The value of the i, j co-occurrence matrix represents how many
times the value j is a neighbour to the value i on the matrix. Of course, this is
only one of the possible ways to define a co-occurrence matrix. A co-occurrence
matrix could also be defined in a way that would count the occurrences of value
j two pixels left of pixels with value i.

In natural images, such as radiographies, pixels tend to be homogeneous with
their surroundings, as sudden changes from one value to a very different one are
not frequent. Instead, soft changes and diffuse borders lead to slow change of
pixel values along the image. Knowing this, if we calculate the occurrence for
a determined value, the waited output should have the shape of a Gaussian
distribution centred on the same pixel value. This is expected, as the pixels
surrounding a value will mostly have a similar value, except for the borders,
and of course, the noise.

Some of this Gaussian curves can be seen at figure 28. In fact, the co-
occurrence matrix can be seen as an array of curves ordered. Each curve forming
a column of the matrix.

The importance of this matrix is that it is a great tool to classify if a pixel
has homogeneous surroundings. By defining an upper and lower limit to each
Gaussian, as can be seen at figure 29 the neighbouring pixels can be classified
as homogeneous if they are between these limits. This provides an easy and
fast classification: on every pixel, we define a 3 × 3 window centred around
the pixel. If the number of pixels between these limits, ch, is bigger than the
number of pixels that are not, ci, then the pixel is considered as homogeneous
and classified as signal. Otherwise, it is classified as noise.

However, this first classification is a poor one, as it creates plenty of false
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Figure 28: The co-occurrence for pixels values of 25
(green), 60 (blue), 85 (black) and 180(red).

detections, specially at the borders. To solve this, a 5 × 5 window is now
applied only on the pixels previously classified as noise. Then, the count of
homogeneous and not homogeneous pixels is done again. This time, however, a
deeper study is done on the homogeneous pixels: if there are more homogeneous
pixels previously classified as signal that previously classified as noise, the pixel
is classified as signal. This step is repeated until the number of noisy pixels does
not decrease further.

This method provides a solid improvement over the image, not only visually
but also on the measured SNR. However, the computation of the matrix and
the iterated classification of this pixels mean a high computational expense. A
zoomed result of a radiography can be seen at figure 30. The code for this
method can be found at appendix B.2.1.

2.2.3.4 Projection onto Besov Balls

As it has been mentioned above, wavelet decomposition deals with noise in a very
effective manner, as the decomposition of the image into frequency coefficients
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Figure 29: The limits for each intensity value (blue
for the upper, red for the lower) have been

automatically selected using as a threshold 1√
2

multiplied by the maximum.

allows for a very simple way of removing noise, which is usually present on the
high frequency.

Based on this decomposition, a relation between an image statistical wavelet
decomposition model and the Besov space can be established[11].The Besov
Space is a complete mathematical space that contains the functions, or in our
case, the decomposition of the images. The norm of the decomposition in this
space serves as an indicator of the smoothness of the image, as smaller values
of the norm imply smoother images.

This algorithm relies on the fact that the Besov norm is closely related to
the likelihood function of the wavelet decomposition, and thus it can be used to
create a ”Besov Ball” for every wavelet decomposition. Then, by projecting the
original image onto the intersection of the Besov Balls in the Besov space, an
estimation of the image can be calculated by the Projection Onto Convex Sets
(POCS) method.

The norm for a Besov space is calculated as:

||z||Binf
= ||uj0,k||+ sup

j>j0

|wj,k,ψ|

where uj0,k is the smallest wavelet approximation coefficients and wj,k,ψ are
the wavelet coefficients at the scale j with filter ψ.
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Figure 30: Comparison between before (half right)
and after processing the image with the homogeneity

based median filter (half left).

Given an image z with additive noise, z+n, we can make a projection into a
Besov Ball with smaller radius that will be ”likely” to the original in statistical
terms.

Having M different wavelet bases, we can define different Besov Balls Bi(ri)
with a radius ri, such that Bi(ri) = {z : ||z||B ≤ ri}. If the ri is properly chosen,
the signal is contained within Bi(ri) for every i: z ∈ ∩iBi(ri), so we can find
the estimated image z by projecting z + n onto this intersection.

As it is seen in figure 31, the size of the radius is an important parameter to
take into account, as a small value will only take the most smooth parts of the
image, which is equivalent to apply a very powerful low pass filter, while taking
a high value will return almost no change on the image.

Ideally, we should be able to obtain the Besov Norm of the noise free image,
but as that will be probably impossible, a good solution is to apply a different
denoising algorithm, such as a 5x5 median filter, and take the norm of the
resulting image multiplied by a factor between 2 and 3. The effect of this
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∩Bi(ri)

Figure 31: Representation of Besov Balls and its
intersection, where z + n is projected to obtain z

parameter can be appreciated at figure 32.This is a highly computationally
expensive method, as the computation of the coefficients with different families
and the projection onto the Besov Ball take a lot of time. The code for this
method can be found at appendix B.2.2.
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Figure 32: Original (top left), multiplying factor of 2
(top right), 1.5 (middle left), 0.75 (middle right), 0.5

(bottom right) and 0.1(bottom left). The
multiplying factor determines the size of the Besov

ball where the noisy image is projected. As a smaller
Besov ball means smoother images, if we decrease
this factor the obtained image will be smoother.
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3 A comparison of contrast enhancement tech-
niques for 2D radiographic images.

To determine the best technique to improve the visual validation and the perfor-
mance of the co-registration system, two different approaches have been done,
each one for each goal. For both approaches, I have written the necessary code
in MATLAB, except for the Besov Ball Projection, which I obtained from the
author’s web page. The code can be found on the annex.

3.1 The subjective evaluation.

For the improvement on the visual validation, a set of different images have been
processed and then provided to four different professionals, who are familiar with
proton therapy and the required features on images. Thus, their subjective
feedback has been used to determine which is the best method to improve the
image quality.

A list of the methods used for the subjective and objective evaluation is
presented below. The list also includes the parameters used for each method.
The details of the methods can be found in section 2.2, with the parameters
used for the subjective evaluation. The necessary changes on these methods for
the objective evaluation is described on its correspondent section.

In order to recreate as accurately as possible the system environment doc-
tors face on a real treatment session, these methods have been tested on an
oblique image from each side of the patient. The contrast enhancement is more
critical for oblique images than orthogonal images because of the unusual image
orientation and lower contrast due to higher attenuation and scatter because of
the larger attenuation path.

� Original: The unprocessed image, to use as reference.

� Unsharp Mask: An unsharp mask method with a window size of 25 pixels.
Different gains have been computed: 2,3 and 5. As the unsharp mask does
not create sharp noise, only a 5 × 5 median filter has been applied after
the contrast enhancement.

� Cumulative Histogram with a 5× 5 median filter

� Adaptative Histogram: As this method tends to create a high amount
of sharp noise, different denoising procedures have been tested for each
parameter:
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– A block size of 1
2 of the original image size and a 5× 5 median filter.

– A block size of 1
4 of the original image size and a 5× 5 median filter,

and the same block size with the selective homogeneity based noise
removal. Moreover, the Besov Ball denoising system has been done
with a Besov Ball radius of 0.5,1 and 2.

– A block size of 1
8 of the original image size and a 5× 5 median filter,

and the same block size with the selective homogeneity based noise
removal. Moreover, the Besov Ball denoising system has been done
with a Besov Ball radius mutiplier of 0.5, 1 and 2.

� Homogeneity selective unsharp mask: This method combines the Unsharp
Mask with the information obtained by the Homogeneity Selective Noise
Removal algorithm to selectively enhance the unsharp mask regions that
are less noisy.

� Cumulative Histogram applied on an Unsharp Mask. The results have
been denoised with the homogeneity based noise removal and the Besov
Ball algorithm, with a radius multiplier of 0.75.

� Unsharp Mask applied on Cumulative Histogram. The results have been
denoised with the homogeneity based noise removal and the Besov Ball
algorithm, with a radius multiplier of 0.75.

A list of used techniques for the subjective validation is summarized in table
2. With these images, observers have been asked a set of questions to determine
not only the best contrast enhancement method, but also the most effective
denoising technique. The selection of the denoising methods for each contrast
enhancement method has been done by evaluating features of the output images.
Thus, the methods that yield a sharp image have been associated with a more
powerful denoising technique.

The observers have been asked this set of questions:

1. Which image has the best contrast?

2. In which image are the markers easier to find?

3. In which image are the anatomic structures easier to identify?

4. Which image is less noisy?

5. Which Besov Ball radius yields the best result?

6. Which method, Besov Ball or Homogeneity Selective filter creates a less
noisy image?

7. Which image is the best for evaluating, and why?
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Contrast enhancement
Denoising CHE AHE UM HSUM CH+UM UM+CH

Median filter x x x x
Besov Ball x x x

Homogeneity based x x x

Table 2: The methods used for the subjective
evaluation.

CHE: Cumulative Histogram Equalization
AHE: Adaptative Histogra Equalization
UM: Unsharp Mask
HSUM: Homogeneity Selected Unsharp Mask

8. Which image is the worst for evaluating, and why?

For the AHE, different methods have been tested depending on the selected
parameters. This is due to the fact that as the scale approaches to 1, the AHE
is the same method that the CHE.

3.2 The Objective evaluation

The objective evaluation is a complex process consisting on several steps. It is
not the aim of this thesis to study the overall system. However, we will focus on
one block of the system, to try to discard the less efficient methods. The system
uses the gradient descent to compute the correction vector used to position the
patient. Gradient Descent is a first order optimization algorithm that finds the
minimum of a cost Rn function by taking steps proportionally to the negative
of the gradient, as can be seen in figure 33. Thus, we can study indirectly the
methods by evaluating the shape of their cost functions and their gradients.

Scale
Denoising 1

2
1
4

1
8

Median filter x x
Besov Ball x x

Homogeneity based x x

Table 3: The detailed AHE methods used.
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Figure 33: The gradient descent method. Steps are
taken towards the minimum iteratively proportional

to the gradient. Thus, sharper gradient (or
derivative in 2D functions) leads to better

performance. Source: Wikipedia.

3.2.1 Registration procedure.

To obtain the correction vector used to align the patient the oblique images
are compared iteratively with the projections obtained from the computed to-
mography. Each side projection (DRRA/DRRB) is compared with its obligue
image (DRA/DRB) and a correction vector is estimated, which is then used to
the final estimation. The iterative algorithm scheme is detailed at figure 34.
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DRA 2D-2D Registration
2D correction vector to

3D correction vector

Projector
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DRB 2D-2D Registration
2D correction vector to

3D correction vector

Projector

Roll estimator

2D CV

DRRA
3D CV

2D CV

DRRB

3D CV

3D CV

Figure 34: The co-registration system. A starting
input is provided for the iterative process.

The most important part of the co-registration system detailed at 34 is the
2D-2D Registration block, which yields an estimation of the correction. This
block uses an optimizer which moves the DRR along the DR wwhile computing
the metric for each position to find the optimum position with the mimimum
or maximum (depending on the metric). The system is detailed at figure 35.

Fixed Image (DRR) Metric

Optimizer

Moving Image (DR) Interpolator Transform

Pixels Fitness value

Transform pixels

points

pixels

Pixels

Figure 35: The 2D-2D registration block. The
process is applied until convergence is achieved.

3.2.2 Registration metrics.

The requirements for the registration methods are:

� Good accuracy and robustness which can be expressed by the slope sharp-
ness of the metric function around the optimum.

� Good capture range which is the distance from the optimum position of
the slope sign change (derivative=0), which would result in the optimizer
diverging to a wrong position.
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The chosen metric should have slopes with high absolute values around the
optimum and the required capture range (20mm translation and 5° rotation in
the IBA application). Four different metrics available in the ITK are used for
this evaluation. For more information about these metrics, refer to the official
ITK guide: www.itk.org/ItkSoftwareGuide.pdf .

� MMI: The Mutual Information metric system evaluates the histogram
of the moving image against the region of the moving image to create a
joint histogram. This yields a collection of points that can be studied to
determine if the two images are similar: if the images are too different, a
cloud of points with no sense is obtained, but if the images are similar,
these points form a curve. Ideally, if the images are the same, the result
is a slope 1 line, but this means that the images have been taken with
the same device, same conditions and same noise. On the practice, if the
output resembles a line, it is taken as a good result.

� MS: The Mean Square metric is a simple straight forward mean square
difference. The fixed image is substracted from the moving image region
and the square of the difference is computed. Thus, the output will be
minimal where the images are most similar.

� NC: The Normalized Correlation, the correlation between the moving
and the fixed image is computed. Previously, the images are normalized.
Being a correlation, the output will be maximum when the images are
more similar.

� GD: The Gradient Correlation. The same method as NC, but instead of
using the normalized images, the gradient of both images is computed and
then used.

3.2.3 Objective evaluation method.

To obtain an objective evaluation, I have used metric map plots to study the
impact of each method on the 2D-2D registration algorithm described on section
1. For each method and metric, three plots were created using pairs of pre-
aligned DR/DRR by moving the DRR in the range [−20mm,+20mm] with
0.1mm step for the X and Y translations, and [−5,+5] rotation range with
0.1 step. The X axis of the plot is the displacement (mm for translations or °

for rotation), and the Y axis is the metric value. Since the pairs are initially
registered, the plot optimum (max or min) are expected to be at X=0. Using
these plots, it is possible to determine which is the best method for improving
the registration performance (slope for accuracy and robustness, and hill/valley
width for capture range).
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The co-registration system, as it has been explained above takes both the
DRR and a DR to produce a numeric output depending on the chosen method.
The fact that it uses two different images makes necessary to apply some changes
to the images that have been used on the subjective evaluation.

First of all, I have taken into consideration that applying a histogram equal-
ization on two different images involves using two different look up tables, and
by so, the results may not be the expected ones. To study this, I have applied
the LUT from the DR, DRR and a mixed LUT to both images to compare the
results. After a first attempt, it became evident than the LUT from the DR
was not a good choice, as the low values of it create a LUT with a high slope
on the small values that saturate the DRR.

The physical size of DR and DRR are different, and this needs to be consid-
ered:

The DR is a 1440×1440 image, with 0.184mm per pixel, which corresponds
to a physical region of 265mm The DRR is a 1024 × 1024 image with 0.5mm
per pixel, which corresponds to a physical region of 512mm.

This is important, as the same physical region of the DR needs to be used
on the DRR. This can be seen better at figure 36.

Moreover, I have needed to change the adaptative histogram equalization.
When processing the DRR, instead of dividing the image into 4 equal blocks, a
different transformation is done. The aim of this transformation is to use the
same regions as in the DR. This results in small blocks around the center of the
DRR, where the DR should be located, and bigger blocks at the edges. This
can be easily achieved, as the pixel size of both images is known. The relative
location of the DR in the DRR is estimated, as it is expected to have little
deviation from a known point. This is detailed at figures 37 and 38 and it is
necessary, since the same physical region has to be used for the transformation
on both images.

As it has been described previously, the registration block returns a numeri-
cal value that is minimal or maximal, depending on the metric, when the images
are aligned. To help determine the impact of each method, I will study not the
minimal value of the output, but the absolute slope of it, as higher values mean
sharper minimal values, which results in faster convergence and more accurate
estimation.

As the registration is an iterative process with DRRs re-computation and
processing at each iteration, we have only considered the faster methods avail-
able: CH, AHE and UM. All of them have been treated with 3×3 median filter
instead of the Besov Ball projection or the homogeneity based filter, as their
high computational cost makes them unsuitable for the registration. The range
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Figure 36: The physical size of the DR (light square)
can be appreciated when compared to the DRR (full

image).

for these methods is common to all of them: from −20mm to 20mm with a step
size of 0.1 for the X and Y dimension of the images and from −5 to 5 with a
step size of 0.1 for the rotation.
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Figure 37: The division of the DR with the regions
where the histograms are obtained and applied.

Figure 38: The division of the DRR with the regions
where the histograms from the DR are applied.
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4 Results

4.1 Results from the different methods.

The different output for both images, DR and DRR can be seen at the appendix
A.1. The output from these techniques is consistent with what was expected of
them, as the contrast is enhanced and the quality of the images is improved.

4.2 Results of subjective evaluation.

After obtaining the medical feedback from the professionals, the results are
very conclusive, as a general agreement on the answers was achieved; for every
question, at least 3 out of 4 provided the same answer.

1. Which image has the best contrast? The answer is equally divided
between the Unsharp Mask with a gain of 2 and the same method with a
previous Cumulative Histogram equalization.

2. In which image are the markers easier to find? As in the previous
question, the UM with a gain of 2 and the UM+CH method provide the
best results for identifying the markers.

3. In which image are the anatomic structures easier to identify?
Again, the UM with gain 2 and the CH+UM are the chosen methods by
the doctors.

4. Which image is less noisy? The Unsharp Mask with a gain of 2.

5. Which Besov Ball radius yields the best result? A radius modifier
of 1 is chosen to output the less noisy image.

6. Which method, Besov Ball or Homogeneity Selective filter cre-
ates a less noisy image? The Besov Ball method is the chosen one.

7. Which image is the best for evaluating, and why? The opinions
seem divided, as most of the observers find the sharp body anatomy pro-
vided in the UM+CH method the best candidate for a system validation.
However, one observer concluded that the simpler UM provided enough
contrast, as all the necessary structures were visible and there is almost
no soft tissue visible.

8. Which image is the worst for evaluating, and why? All observers
conclude that the worst scenario is with the original image, making the
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processing necessary. Besides, doctors have found the Adaptative His-
togram Equalization to be the worst technique, as it does not show clearly
enough the bone structures and it makes difficult to see the available
markers.

4.3 Results of the objective evaluation.

The numerical output from the 2D2D registration system is provided at ap-
pendix A.2. Due to the high number of graphs, only the most relevant will be
displayed for each family of metrics. The methods not displayed for a particular
metric have been discarded, as their output was either unusable or inaccurate.

The results of each method can be seen at figures 51-66, at the appendix A.2.
Below are the Tables 4-7 with the maximum values obtained from the slopes of
each metric. On each table only the best parameter for each method has been
provided, and can be seen on the name:

� AHEx: x denotes the number of regions along each dimension used for
the algorithm, in other words, x2 regions used.

� CHx: x denotes the LUT used for the method, and it can be either the
one from the DRR (drr), or the average between the LUT from the DR
and DRR (drrdr)

� UMx: x denotes the gain used to amplify the high pass component of the
image.

Mutual Maximum slope.
Information X Y Rot

Original 0.04 0.015 0.0264
AHE4 0.044 0.021 0.0263
CHdrr 0.045 0.017 0.0293
UM2 0.041 0.016 0.0264

Table 4: The results of the Mutual Information
metric.
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Mean Maximum slope.
Square X Y Rot

Original 104 2× 104 104

AHE 110.6× 104 945.3× 104 148.6× 104

CHdrr 680× 103 590× 103 200× 103

UM Not suitable Not suitable Not suitable

Table 5: The results of the Mean Square metric.

Gradient Maximum slope.
Correlation X Y Rot

Original 10 10 20
AHE8 300 130 240
CHdrr 870 450 1370
UM2 2110 1060 3060

Table 6: The results of the Gradient Correlation
metric.

Normalized Maximum slope.
Correlation X Y Rot

Original 1.1× 10−5 9× 10−6 10−5

AHE8 7.5× 10−4 3.72× 10−4 1.1× 10−3

CHdrr 3.5× 10−5 1.2× 10−5 2.9× 10−5

UM 3.1× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 3× 10−5

Table 7: The results of the Normalized Correlation
metric.

5 Discussion

5.1 Contrast enhancement for radiographic images

In this thesis we have studied the existent methods for contrast enhancement in
combination with the denoising methods with the aim to better understand them
and improve both a subjective and objective evaluation for patient treatment on
proton therapy. This has been done by implementing them on MATLAB and
tested with professionals and a working system used for patient positioning.
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5.2 Conclusions on the Subjective evaluation.

When evaluating the medical feedback, it is clear that the best method for the
doctors is either the Unsharp Mask with a gain of 2 with or without the Cumu-
lative Histogram equalization. Then, the decision between these two methods
should be done taking into consideration the factors that are not linked to the
observers, such as the computational cost or the required development time.

Nevertheless, the method pointed by the physician team has resulted to be
the already used on the IBA treatment. Moreover, during the development of
this thesis, myself and other people with no medical experience pointed the
Adaptive Histogram Equalization as the method that would obtain the best re-
sults. This highlights the importance of obtaining the feedback from specialized
professionals who have the adequate expertise to validate the alignment system.

5.3 Conclusions on the Objective evaluation.

Regarding the improvement on the registration by applying contrast enhance-
ment, the results vary and depend highly on the chosen metric. While it is clear
from tables 4 to 7 that it is possible for all the methods to improve the result
obtained from using the original image, there are some other factors to take into
account.

Firstly, the computation cost of the selected method added to the cost of
computing the metric could make the system unusable on a treatment room.
Secondly, the improvement on the positioning may be insufficient to justify the
use of a processing method. This has yet to be studied as on this thesis we
have only studied the numerical improvement of the registration block, without
studying its related cost in time.

For the currently used metric, the Mutual Information, it has been proven
that the Adaptive Unsharp Mask yields the sharpest minimum. This is coherent
with the AHE method and chosen metric, as the metric relies exclusively on
evaluating both histograms, so any type of transformation that aims to make
them more similar will yield a better result. It is, however, unknown if the
improvement of the convergence time can compensate for the high computation
cost of the AHE filter.

For the Mean Square metric, only the AHE method provides an improvement
over the unprocessed image, as the UM or CH fail to find any minimum score.
The effectiveness of the AHE is due to the fact that it transforms drastically
each pixel depending not only on their value, as the CH would do, but also
on their position. This creates a pair of images that when correctly positioned
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are very similar, but if misplaced, even if the translation is small, have a big
difference pixel to pixel, which translates into a higher mean square difference.

For the Gradient Correlation metric, the Unsharp Mask is clearly the method
that performs the best. This is because the Gradient Correlation relies mostly
on the gradient information, which is the information amplified and enhanced
by the Unsharp Mask method. While it is true that the information enhanced
by the Unsharp Mask is not the same as the obtained doing a gradient, the
first is obtained by substracting the lowpass image from the original while the
second is obtained directly by a highpass filter, they are closely related. Thus,
is no surprise that this kind of method yields sharper maximum values. Again,
the benefit of changing the metric from the Mutual Information has not been
studied on this thesis. Thus it is impossible to state that it could be a time
improvement on the overall system, but it is clear that the accuracy of it would
benefit.

And lastly, for the Normalized Correlation metric, it is the AHE method
again the one that provides the best result. This is explained by the fact that
the AHE methods aim to make both images the more similar possible, and so
a correlation between them is expected to provide better results.

To conclude, by studying the effect of the different methods on all the metrics
and by taking into consideration the cost of adding a processing block before the
registration system, I suggest the use of the Unsharp Mask method in combi-
nation with the Gradient Correlation. Not only its performance is much higher
than the one of the current system, but the computation cost of an unsharp
mask is very low, also.

5.4 Future work.

In this thesis we have tested and studied several contrast enhancement and de-
noising methods for radiographic images, the aim was to determine the method
that provides the best qualities not only to the human vision, but also to the
registration system implemented on an IBA treatment room.

One of the problems with the contrast enhancement for the subjective eval-
uation was to not remove the fiducial markers placed on the patient. A good
idea would be to find a method that identifies the markers on the patient, so its
position and direction can be preserved. This would allow to study new meth-
ods that could provide a better result with the cost of partially or completely
remove these markers, as they could be restored after the processing.

As for the registration system, it could be interesting to find and study mor-
phological filters that could identify and segment the different body structures,
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allowing other methods to be used, or variations of the methods described here,
such as an adaptive histogram equalization that works not on square regions of
the image, but on regions based on this segmentation. This task, however, may
be too difficult, as the human body parts are not only hard to identify, but also
difficult to parametrize.
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A Results

A.1 Output from the different methods.

Figure 39: Original DR with no processing



Figure 40: Cumulative Histogram Equalization of
the DR



Figure 41: Adaptative Histogram Equalization of the
DR, with a scale of 2 (first row), 4 (second row) and

8 (third row). The left column has been denoised
using the Besov Ball projection and the right

column with the Homogeneity Based Algorithm.



Figure 42: Unsharp Mask of the image, with a gain
of 2 (top left), 3 (top right) and 5 (bottom left). An

adaptative homogeneity based gain mask is also
showed (bottom right).



Figure 43: Cumulative Histogram of the Unsharp
Mask of DR. The first row has been computed using

the LUT from the DR and the second row with a
mean from the DR and the DRR. The columns
correspond to the denoising method used: No

denoising (left), Homogeneity Based (center) and
Besov Ball Projection (right).



Figure 44: Unsharp Mask of the Cumulative
Histogram of DR. The first row has been computed

using the LUT from the DR and the second row
with a mean from the DR and the DRR. The

columns correspond to the denoising method used:
No denoising (left), Homogeneity Based (center) and

Besov Ball Projection (right).



Figure 45: Original DRR with no processing



Figure 46: Cumulative Histogram Equalization of
the DRR



Figure 47: Adaptative Histogram Equalization of
the DRR, with a scale of 2 (first row), 4 (second

row) and 8 (third row). The left column has been
denoised using the Besov Ball projection and the

right column with the Homogeneity Based
Algorithm.
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Figure 48: Unsharp Mask of the DRR, with a gain
of 2 (top left), 3 (top right) and 5 (bottom left). An

adaptative homogeneity based gain mask is also
showed (bottom right).
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Figure 49: Cumulative Histogram of the Unsharp
Mask of DRR. The first row has been computed

using the LUT from the DRR and the second row
with a mean from the DR and the DRR. The

columns correspond to the denoising method used:
No denoising (left), Homogeneity Based (center) and

Besov Ball Projection (right).
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Figure 50: Unsharp Mask of the Cumulative
Histogram of DRR. The first row has been

computed using the LUT from the DRR and the
second row with a mean from the DR and the DRR.

The columns correspond to the denoising method
used: No denoising (left), Homogeneity Based

(center) and Besov Ball Projection (right).
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A.2 Output from the registration algorithm.
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Figure 51: The derivative of the numerical value of
the AHE methods computed with the Mutual

Information metric for the X range.

Figure 52: The derivative of the numerical value of
the AHE methods computed with the Mean Square

metric for the X range.
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Figure 53: The derivative of the numerical value of
the AHE methods computed with the Gradient

Correlation metric for the X range.

Figure 54: The derivative of the numerical value of
the AHE methods computed with the Normalized

Correlation metric for the X range.



Figure 55: The derivative of the numerical value of
the CH methods computed with the Mutual

Information metric for the X range.

Figure 56: The derivative of the numerical value of
the CH methods computed with the Mean Square

metric for the X range.67



Figure 57: The derivative of the numerical value of
the CH methods computed with the Gradient

Correlation metric for the X range.

Figure 58: The derivative of the numerical value of
the CH methods computed with the Normalized

Correlation metric for the X range.



Figure 59: The derivative of the numerical value of
the UM methods computed with the Mutual

Information metric for the X range.

Figure 60: The derivative of the numerical value of
the UM methods computed with the Mean Square

metric for the X range.69



Figure 61: The derivative of the numerical value of
the UM methods computed with the Gradient

Correlation metric for the X range.

Figure 62: The derivative of the numerical value of
the UM methods computed with the Normalized

Correlation metric for the X range.



Figure 63: The derivative of the numerical value of
all the methods computed with the Mutual

Information metric for the X range.

Figure 64: The derivative of the numerical value of
all the methods computed with the Mean Square

metric for the X range.71



Figure 65: The derivative of the numerical value of
all the methods computed with the Gradient

Correlation metric for the X range.

Figure 66: The derivative of the numerical value of
all the methods computed with the Normalized

Correlation metric for the X range.



B Code

B.1 Contrast Enhancement.

B.1.1 Cumulative Histogram.

1 function [ output image,LUT ] = cumulative histogram( input image,
plot )

2 % This function enhances the contrast of an input image by the
cumulative

3 % histogram enhancement technique. The function plot allows to
choose the

4 % visualization of the result. The second output argument, LUT,
allows for

5 % a posterior usage of the obtained Look Up Table.
6

7 %USAGE: output image = cumulative histogram( input image,plot)
8

9 %It stores the values of the input image into 2ˆ16 different bins.
10 [counts,x]=imhist(input image,2ˆ16);
11

12 %Creates the LUT, by computing the sum of the vector count from 1 to
the

13 %position.
14 %The LUT is the 2ˆ16 +1 to allow for a faster computation.
15 LUT=zeros(size(x,1)+1,1);
16 for k=1:size(counts,1)
17 LUT(k+1)=LUT(k)+counts(k);
18 end
19 %Normalization of the LUT to be in range [0,2ˆ16-1]. The first value

is
20 %substracted, as it was added for faster computation.
21 LUT=((LUT/LUT(end))*(size(x,1)-1))';
22 LUT(1)=[];
23

24 %Conversion by the LUT. As MATLAB starts counting vectors on 1, a 1
is

25 %added to the input image to avoid pointing to the position 0 of the
LUT.

26 output image=intlut(uint16(input image+1),uint16(LUT));
27

28

29 %Ploting of the results: input image, output image and both
histograms.

30 if plot==1
31

32

33 figure(1)
34 subplot(2,2,1),imagesc(input image);axis image;colormap gray;
35 subplot(2,2,2),imagesc(output image);axis image;colormap gray;
36

37 subplot(2,2,3),imhist(input image,2ˆ16);
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38

39 [counts2,x]=imhist(output image,2ˆ16);
40 subplot(2,2,4),imhist(output image,2ˆ16),axis([0 2ˆ16 0 max(

counts2)]);
41 end
42

43

44 end

B.1.2 Adaptative Histogram.

1 function histograms = AHE( input image,bsize)
2 %This function returns the LUTs obtained after dividing the input

image
3 %into blocks of bsize. The LUTs are later applied by the function
4 %applyAHE.
5 %
6 %Usage: histograms = AHE(input image,blocksize)
7

8 imsizever=size(input image,1);
9 imsizehor=size(input image,2);

10

11 nblocksver=imsizever/bsize;
12 nblockshor=imsizehor/bsize;
13

14

15 %Division of the image into blocks:
16

17 blocks=mat2cell(input image,bsize*ones(1,nblocksver),bsize*ones
(1,nblockshor));

18

19

20 %Assignement of the categories to each block
21 histograms=cell(nblocksver,nblockshor);
22 corners=[1 nblocksver nblocksver*(nblockshor-1)+1 nblocksver*

nblockshor];
23 borders=[2:nblocksver-1 1+nblockshor:nblocksver:nblocksver*(

nblockshor-2)+1 nblocksver*(nblockshor-1)+2:nblocksver*
nblockshor-1 nblocksver+nblockshor:nblocksver:nblockshor*
nblocksver-nblocksver];

24

25

26 %Creation of the different histograms to interpolate
27 for i=1:numel(histograms)
28

29

30 [c,~]=imhist(blocks{i},2ˆ16);
31 lut=zeros(1,1+size(c,1));
32

33 for k=1:size(c,1)
34 lut(k+1)=lut(k)+c(k);
35 end
36 lut(1)=[];
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37

38 lut=((lut/lut(end))*size(c,1));
39 histograms{i}.LUT=lut;
40

41

42

43 end
44 end

1 function [output image]=applyAHE(input image,histograms,region)
2

3 %Applies the set of LUTs contained on histograms taking the region
as

4 %center. It supposes that the region is centered and with a
dimension of

5 %2ˆn
6 input image=input image+1;
7 nblocks=numel(histograms);
8 bsize=size(region,1)/sqrt(nblocks);
9 bsizebig=bsize+0.5*(size(input image,1)-size(region,1));

10

11 %Division of the image into blocks. Note that these blocks will not
be the

12 %same size if the region is not as big as the input image. This way
I can

13 %apply LUTs from smaller images into regions of bigger images, as
with DR

14 %and DRR.
15 blocks=mat2cell(input image,[bsizebig bsize*ones(1,sqrt(nblocks)-2)

bsizebig],[bsizebig bsize*ones(1,sqrt(nblocks)-2) bsizebig]);
16

17 %Equalization of the image with the LUTs. In each region the
selected LUTs

18 %have to been selected. If the selected LUT corresponds to a LUT out
bonds

19 %of the histograms, it will select a different to ensure a linear
20 %interpolation or no interpolation at all. This is done by changing

the
21 %LUTs instead of the equalization. A bilinear interpolation with 4

equal
22 %LUTs is the same as doing no interpolation.
23

24 for i = 1:sqrt(nblocks)
25 for j = 1:sqrt(nblocks)
26

27 %Obtention of the block size,which can vary if the region is
not as

28 %big as the input image.
29 bsizex=size(blocks{i,j},2);
30 bsizey=size(blocks{i,j},1);
31

32 %First region, the one at the top left.
33

34

35 if(i ==1 && j==1)
36 %If the block is at the top left corner, no
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interpolation.
37 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
38 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
39 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
40 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
41

42 elseif(i==1)
43 %If the block is at the first row, linear interpolation.
44 LUT1=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
45 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
46 LUT3=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
47 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
48

49 elseif(j==1)
50 %If the block is at the first column, linear

interpolation.
51 LUT1=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
52 LUT2=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
53 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
54 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
55 else
56 %If the block is at the middle of image, bilinear
57 %interpolation.
58 LUT1=histograms{i-1,j-1}.LUT;
59 LUT2=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
60 LUT3=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
61 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
62 end
63

64 %The interpolation.
65 for x=1:bsizex/2
66 for y=1:bsizey/2
67

68 dx=x+bsizex/2;
69 dy=y+bsizey/2;
70

71 R1=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT1(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*
LUT2(blocks{i,j}(y,x));

72 R2=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT3(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*
LUT4(blocks{i,j}(y,x));

73 blocks{i,j}(y,x)=(1-dy/bsizey)*R1+(dy/bsizey)*R2;
74 end
75 end
76

77 %Second region
78

79 if (i==1 && j==sqrt(nblocks))
80 %If the block is at the top right corner, no

interpolation.
81 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
82 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
83 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
84 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
85

86 elseif (i==1)
87 %If the block is at the first row, linear interpolation.
88 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
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89 LUT2=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
90 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
91 LUT4=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
92

93 elseif (j==sqrt(nblocks))
94 %If the block is at the first column, linear

interpolation.
95 LUT1=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
96 LUT2=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
97 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
98 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
99 else

100 %If the block is at the middle of image, bilinear
101 %interpolation.
102 LUT1=histograms{i-1,j}.LUT;
103 LUT2=histograms{i-1,j+1}.LUT;
104 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
105 LUT4=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
106 end
107

108 %Equalization
109 for x=1+bsizex/2:bsizex
110 for y=1:bsizey/2
111

112 dx=x-bsizex/2;
113 dy=y+bsizey/2;
114 R1=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT1(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT2(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
115 R2=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT3(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT4(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
116 blocks{i,j}(y,x)=(1-dy/bsizey)*R1+(dy/bsizey)*R2;
117 end
118 end
119

120 %Third region
121

122 if (i==sqrt(nblocks) && j==1)
123 %If the block is at the bottom left corner, no

interpolation.
124 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
125 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
126 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
127 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
128

129 elseif (i==sqrt(nblocks))
130 %If the block is at the last row, linear interpolation.
131 LUT1=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
132 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
133 LUT3=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
134 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
135

136 elseif (j==1)
137 %If the block is at the first column, linear

interpolation.
138 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
139 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
140 LUT3=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
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141 LUT4=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
142 else
143 %If the block is at the middle of image, bilinear
144 %interpolation.
145 LUT1=histograms{i,j-1}.LUT;
146 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
147 LUT3=histograms{i+1,j-1}.LUT;
148 LUT4=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
149 end
150

151 %Equalization
152 for x=1:bsizex/2
153 for y=1+bsizey/2:bsizey
154

155 dx=x+bsizex/2;
156 dy=y-bsizey/2;
157 R1=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT1(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT2(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
158 R2=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT3(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT4(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
159 blocks{i,j}(y,x)=(1-dy/bsizey)*R1+(dy/bsizey)*R2;
160 end
161 end
162

163

164 %Fourth region
165

166 if(j*i==nblocks)
167 %If the block is at the bottom right corner, no

interpolation.
168 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
169 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
170 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
171 LUT4=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
172

173 elseif (i==sqrt(nblocks))
174 %If the block is at the last row, linear interpolation.
175 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
176 LUT2=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
177 LUT3=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
178 LUT4=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
179 elseif (j==sqrt(nblocks))
180 %If the block is at the last column, linear

interpolation.
181 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
182 LUT2=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
183 LUT3=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
184 LUT4=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
185 else
186 %If the block is at the middle of image, bilinear
187 %interpolation.
188 LUT1=histograms{i,j}.LUT;
189 LUT2=histograms{i,j+1}.LUT;
190 LUT3=histograms{i+1,j}.LUT;
191 LUT4=histograms{i+1,j+1}.LUT;
192 end
193 %Equalization
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194 for x=1+bsizex/2:bsizex
195 for y=1+bsizey/2:bsizey
196

197 dx=x-bsizex/2;
198 dy=y-bsizey/2;
199 R1=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT1(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT2(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
200 R2=(1-dx/bsizex)*LUT3(blocks{i,j}(y,x))+(dx/bsizex)*

LUT4(blocks{i,j}(y,x));
201 blocks{i,j}(y,x)=(1-dy/bsizey)*R1+(dy/bsizey)*R2;
202 end
203 end
204

205

206 end
207

208 %Composition of the final image
209 output image=cell2mat(blocks);
210 end

B.1.3 Unsharp mask.

1 function [ output image, lowpass image,highpass image ] =
unsharpmask(input image,size of kernel,gain,plot )

2 % This function enhances the contrast of an input image by the
unsharp mask

3 % technique. The size of kernel determines the size of the kernel to
blurr

4 % to blurr the image, whereas plot allows for visualization of the
results

5 %
6 %USAGE: output image = unsharpmask( input image,size of kernel,gain,

plot)
7

8 %Conversion to be able to use the conv2 function.
9 input image=double(input image);

10 %Creation of the averaging kernel.
11 average kernel=ones(size of kernel)/size of kernelˆ2;
12

13 %Acquisition of the low pass image and high pass image.
14 lowpass image=conv2(double(input image),double(average kernel),'same

');
15 highpass image=input image-lowpass image;
16

17 %Creation of the final image with the gain parameter.
18 output image=lowpass image+gain*highpass image;
19

20

21 %Plots: original,output, lowpass and highpass..
22 if plot==1
23 figure();
24

25 subplot(221),imagesc(input image);axis image;colormap gray;
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26 title('Original image');
27 subplot(222),imagesc(output image);axis image;colormap gray;
28 title('Output image');
29 subplot(223),imagesc(lowpass image);axis image;colormap gray;
30 title(['Blurred mask with window size ' num2str(size of kernel)

]);
31 subplot(224),imagesc(highpass image);axis image;colormap gray;
32 title(['Highpass image']);
33

34 end
35 end

B.1.4 Adaptative Unsharp mask.

1 function [lowpass image,highpass image,output image ] = jgace( im,
window,g1,g2 )

2 %Applies the Adaptative unsharp mask based on the visual features of
the

3 %image.
4 %
5 %Usage: [lowpass image,highpass image,output image] = jgace
6 %(input image,window size,gain1,gain2);
7

8 imsizever=size(im,1);
9 imsizehor=size(im,2);

10

11 %Physical distance in mm between pixels.
12 xspacing=0.5;
13 %The Just Noticeable Difference.
14 jnd0=0.01;
15 %contrast specified by the user
16 gamma=2;
17 threshold=0.1;
18

19 %Resizing of the image to fit the algorithm.
20 if(mod(imsizever,window) ~= 0 | | mod(imsizehor,window) ~=0)
21

22 im=imresize(im,[floor(imsizever/window)*window floor(imsizehor/
window)*window]);

23

24 end
25 imsizevernew=size(im,1);
26 imsizehornew=size(im,2);
27

28

29 nblocks=(size(im,1)/window)*(size(im,2)/window);
30 %constant: 1.5% of the image bit depth
31 mug=0.015*2ˆ16;
32

33 %Obtention of the unsharp mask and the structure image (high pass).
34 [~,imb,highpass image]=unsharpmask(im,window,0,1);
35 %horizontal edge information.
36 prewitthor=edge(im,'prewitt','horizontal');
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37 %vertical edge information.
38 prewittver=edge(im,'prewitt','vertical');
39

40 prewitt coef=zeros([imsizevernew imsizehornew]);
41

42 c hor=prewitt coef;
43 c hor(prewitthor>=prewittver)=1;
44

45 prewitt coef=(1/3)*c hor.*prewitthor+(1/3)*(1-c hor).*prewittver;
46 % subplot(221);imagesc(prewitt coef);colormap gray;hold on;axis

image;title('Prewitt coefficients with every block');
47 % hold off
48

49 %Calculus of the mean gradient of each block and the decision value
between

50 %smooth and detail zones.
51

52 imblocks=mat2cell(prewitt coef,window*ones(1,imsizehornew/window),
window*ones(1,imsizevernew/window));

53

54 meang=zeros(1,nblocks);
55 %obtention of the mean gradient value in each block
56 for i=1:nblocks
57

58 meang(i)=mean(mean(imblocks{i}));
59 end
60 %obtention of the histogram of the gradient means.
61 [nregions,gradient]=hist(meang,nblocks);
62

63

64

65 %subplot(224);plot(gradient,nregions,'b-o');hold on;xlabel('Mean
Gradient');ylabel('Number of regions');

66 % plot(gradient,smooth(nregions')','r-o');legend('Original','Smooth
version');

67 nregions=smooth(nregions')';
68 %Obtention of the threshold for a block to be considered detail or

not.
69 cross=find(abs(diff(sign(diff(nregions))))==2);
70

71 mut=gradient(cross(1)+1);
72 %
73 % plot([mut mut],[0 1.5*max(nregions)],'g');
74 %
75 % hold off;
76

77 %Assignation of gain to each image block depending on its spatial
features.

78

79 imblocks classified=imblocks;
80

81

82 gain=zeros(sqrt(nblocks));
83

84 imblocks structure=mat2cell(highpass image,window*ones(1,
imsizehornew/window),window*ones(1,imsizevernew/window));

85
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86 for i=1:nblocks
87

88 if meang(i) >= mut
89 %the block i is a detail zone, the gain is computed for that

block.
90 imblocks classified{i}=ones(window);
91 fv=sum(sum(abs(diff(sign(imblocks classified{i})))));
92 fh=sum(sum(abs(diff(sign(imblocks classified{1}')))));
93 jndgl=jnd0*exp(0.166*(pi*0.5)/(180*2*xspacing)*max(fh,fv));
94 deltar=(sum(sum(imblocks structure{1}(imblocks structure{i

}>=threshold))))/(sum(sum(imblocks structure{i}>=
threshold)));

95

96 if(deltar>=gamma*jndgl)
97 gain(i)=1;
98 else
99 gain(i)=(gamma*jndgl)/deltar

100 end
101

102 gain(i)=3;
103

104

105 else
106 %the block i is a smooth zone, the gain is computed.
107 imblocks classified{i}=zeros(window);
108 gain(i)=g1+(g2/1+power((meang(i)/mug),4));
109 end
110

111 end
112

113 %Interpolation of the gains to make a smooth gain across the image.
114 gain=padarray(gain,[1 1],'both','symmetric');
115 [X,Y]=meshgrid(-ceil(window/2):window:imsizehor+window,-ceil(window

/2):window:imsizever+window);
116

117 [Xq,Yq]=meshgrid(1:imsizehor,1:imsizever);
118 gainq=interp2(X,Y,gain,Xq,Yq,'linear');
119

120

121

122

123 im class=cell2mat(imblocks classified);
124

125

126 lowpass image=imresize(imb,[imsizehor imsizever]);
127 highpass image=imresize(highpass image,[imsizehor imsizever]);
128 %Obtention of the final image.
129 output image=lowpass image+uint16(gainq).*highpass image;
130

131 end

B.1.5 Unsharp mask with Homogeneity information.
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1 function [ varargout ] = unsharpmaskcsam(varargin)
2 %This function enhances the contrast of an input image by the

unsharp mask
3 % technique combined with a homogeneity selected filter. The high

pass
4 % component is filtered before being enhanced in an attempt to

diminish the
5 % noise of the final output.
6 %
7 %USAGE: output image =
8 %[output image,lowpass image,highpass image,gain matrix]=

unsharpmaskcsam(input image,size of averaging kernel,threshold)
9

10 %Conversion to uint16 of input image
11 input image=uint16(varargin{1});
12 imsize=size(varargin{1},1);
13 %
14 sizeline=5;
15 sizeblockcorr=11;
16 %Creation of the averaging kernel
17 average kernel=ones(varargin{2})/varargin{2}ˆ2;
18

19 %Computation of lowpass and high pass components.
20 lowpass image=conv2(double(input image),double(average kernel),'same

');
21 highpass image=double(input image)-lowpass image;
22

23 %Obtention of the homogeneous part of the highpass image through the
24 %denoising method. The denoising method third output shows the parts

of an
25 %image that are homogeneous.
26 [~,~,signalcoef]=CSAM(fitinrange(highpass image),0);
27

28 %Parameters for the block for the correlation used to determine the
parts

29 %to amplify.
30 line=zeros(sizeblockcorr);
31 line((sizeblockcorr-sizeline+2)/2:(sizeblockcorr+sizeline)/2,(

sizeblockcorr-sizeline+2)/2:(sizeblockcorr+sizeline)/2)=1;
32

33 %Gain depending on the homogeneity.
34 Gain=zeros(size(input image,1)+sizeblockcorr-1);
35

36

37 %This will yield a higher value where there are lines of homogeneous
38 %pixels.
39 for i= 15*[0 1 2 3 4 5 6]
40 Gain=Gain+xcorr2(signalcoef,imrotate(line,i,'nearest','crop'));
41 end
42 %Normalization of the value C.
43 Gain=Gain./max(Gain(:));
44 [y,x]=imhist(Gain,100);
45 y=smooth(y')';y=smooth(y')';
46

47

48 threshold=0.6;
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49 %If the third input argument exists, it uses it as the gain and
adjusts

50 %the Gain matrix to be between 1 and the selected value. If else, it
sets

51 %the matrix to be between 1 and 5.
52 if nargin>=3;
53 Gain(Gain<threshold)=1/varargin{4};
54 Gain=varargin{4}*Gain;
55 else
56 Gain(Gain<threshold)=0.2;
57 Gain=5*Gain;
58 end
59

60 %cropped gain matrix
61 gain=Gain((sizeblockcorr+1)/2:(sizeblockcorr+2*imsize-1)/2,(

sizeblockcorr+1)/2:(sizeblockcorr+2*imsize-1)/2);
62

63 %Outputs:
64 %The output image
65 varargout{1}=lowpass image+gain.*highpass image;
66 %The lowpass image
67 varargout{2}=lowpass image;
68 %The highpass image without gain
69 varargout{3}=highpass image;
70 %The gain matrix
71 varargout{4}=Gain;
72

73 end

B.2 Noise reduction.

B.2.1 Homogeneity based median filter.

1 function [ output image,cooc matrix,noisecoef ] = CSAM( input image,
plot)

2 %This functions tries to denoise the input image by a median filter
based

3 %on the homogeneity information provided by a coocurrence matrix.
4 %
5 %USAGE: [output image,cooc matrix,noisecoef] = CSAM (input image,

plot)
6 %Inputs:
7 %input image: the input image.
8 %plot: Chooses to plot or not the results.
9 %

10 %Outputs:
11 %output image: The output image denoised.
12 %cooc matrix: The co-occurrence matrix used to determine homogeneity
13 %information.
14 %noisecoef: The pixels of the image classified as noise.
15
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16 %Sets the output image to the input image.
17 output image=input image;
18 [imSizeY,imSizeX]=size(input image);
19

20 %The noise coefficients with same size as the image.
21 noisecoef=ones(size(input image));
22

23 %Previous computation of the median filter outputs.
24 medianimage3=medfilt2(input image,[3 3]);
25 medianimage5=medfilt2(input image,[5 5]);
26

27 %number of maximum iterations of the loop.
28 iterations=20;
29

30 %Conversion to 8 bit depth image to make computation of the co-
occurrence

31 %matrix possible. The image is also padded symmetrically so
operations with

32 %the neighbour pixels can be done easily.
33 input image=uint8(input image./256);
34 input image=padarray(input image,2*[1 1],'symmetric','both');
35

36

37 %Computation of the boundaries for each pixel value:
38

39 %Computation of the co-occurrence matrix.
40 cooc matrix=sum(graycomatrix(input image,'Offset',3*[0 1;0 -1;1 0;-1

0; 1 1; 1 -1 ; -1 1; -1 -1],'NumLevels',256),3);
41

42 %variable for each of the homogeneity boundaries of each intensity
value.

43 boundaries=zeros(2,256);
44

45

46 %Computation of each threshold for each intensity value.
47 for i=1:256
48 %selection of a column
49 histo=cooc matrix(:,i);
50 %selection of only the most repeated values and setting the

thresholds.
51 histo=histo-max(histo)/sqrt(2);
52 f=find(histo>0);
53 %To avoid an error, if there are no values in that intensity

value,the
54 %thresholds are set to that intensity value.
55 if(numel(f))
56 boundaries(1,i)=f(1);
57 boundaries(2,i)=f(end);
58 else
59 boundaries(1,i)=i;
60 boundaries(2,i)=i;
61 end
62 end
63

64

65

66 %graphical display of the thresholds
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67

68 if plot
69 imagesc(cooc matrix),axis image,colormap gray;
70 hold on;
71 plot(1:256,boundaries(1,:));
72 plot(1:256,boundaries(2,:),'r');
73 end
74

75 %First noise/signal classification
76 for i=3:imSizeY+2
77 for j=3:imSizeX+2
78

79 %3x3 window
80 region=input image(i-1:i+1,j-1:j+1);
81

82 ch=numel(region(region>=boundaries(1,input image(i,j)+1) &
region <=boundaries(2,input image(i,j)+1)));

83 ci=numel(region)-ch;
84

85 if(ch>=ci)
86 noisecoef(i-2,j-2)=0;
87 end
88

89

90 end
91 end
92

93 %Padding of noisecoef so it is easier to make the operations.
94 noisecoef2=padarray(noisecoef,2*[1 1],'symmetric','both');
95

96 %Iterative noise classification,until no change is done or the max
97 %iterations are reached.
98 niterations=0;
99 while (niterations<=iterations)

100

101 %graphical display of the signal/noise classification
102 if plot
103 figure();title(['Iteration #' num2str(niterations)]);
104 subplot(121);imagesc(1-noisecoef);axis image;colormap gray;title

('Signal coefficients');
105 subplot(122);imagesc(noisecoef);axis image;colormap gray;title('

Noise coefficients');
106 end;
107

108 numnoise=numel(find(noisecoef==1));
109

110

111 for i=3:imSizeY+2
112 for j=3:imSizeX+2
113

114 if(noisecoef(i-2,j-2))
115 %The pixel is a noisy one.
116

117 %5x5 window
118 region=input image(i-2:i+2,j-2:j+2);
119 region2=noisecoef2(i-2:i+2,j-2:j+2);
120
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121 %Second classification: the pixels homogeneous to
the pixel

122 %are counted as signal or noise. If there are more
123 %considered as signal, the pixel is classified as

signal.
124 C= region>=boundaries(1,input image(i,j)+1) & region

<=boundaries(2,input image(i,j)+1);
125 cs=numel(find(region2(C)==0));
126 cn=25-cs;
127

128 if cs>cn
129 noisecoef(i-2,j-2)=0;
130 end
131

132

133 end
134

135 end
136 end
137

138

139 numel(find(noisecoef==1));
140 iterations=iterations+1;
141 noisecoef2=padarray(noisecoef,2*[1 1],'symmetric','both');
142 if numnoise==numel(find(noisecoef==1))
143 break
144 end
145 niterations=niterations+1;
146 end
147

148 %Appliance of the median filter: If the noisy pixel is surrounded by
more

149 %than 3 noisy pixels,a 5x5 median filter is done, otherwise the
simpler 3x3

150 %filter is done.
151

152 for i=3:imSizeY+2
153 for j=3:imSizeX+2
154

155 if noisecoef2(i,j)
156

157 region2=noisecoef2(i-1:i+1,j-1:j+1);
158

159 if numel(find(region2==1))>3
160

161 output image(i-2,j-2)=medianimage5(i-2,j-2);
162 else
163 output image(i-2,j-2)=medianimage3(i-2,j-2);
164 end
165

166 end
167 end
168 end
169

170

171

172
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173

174 end

B.2.2 Projection onto Besov Balls denoising algorithm.

This code has been obtained from:

http://dsp.rice.edu/software/image-denoising-using-besov-projections-multiple-
wavelet-domains

1 function y=besovdenoise(xn,nr,ni)
2 %function y=besovdenoise(xn,nr,ni)
3 %
4 %Multiple Wavelet Basis Denoising using Besov Projections
5 %Requires Rice Wavelet Toolbox (www.dsp.rice.edu/software)
6 %
7 % xn: noisy image
8 % works best when pixel values of original image are in [0,1]
9 % nr: factor used to estimate Besov norm

10 % recommended value: 2.0 - 3.0
11 % ni: number of POCS iteration
12 % recommented value: 10
13 % y: denoised image
14 %
15 %
16 % functions called:
17 % b 11i norm2.m, l1 pr2.m, l1 pr.m
18 %
19 % Last modified October 30, 2003
20 %
21

22 %wavelet bases used for denoising
23 hh1 = daubcqf(16);
24 hh2 = daubcqf(8);
25 hh3 = daubcqf(10);
26 hh4 = daubcqf(12);
27 hh5 = daubcqf(14);
28

29 %wavelet trasnforms
30 wxn1 = mdwt(xn,hh1);
31

32 pp= wxn1;
33

34 %generate pilot estimate using usual wavelet denoising
35 %and then estimate radius of Besov balls
36

37 td = denoise(xn,hh1,0,[0 2.23 0 0 0 0]);
38 r1 = nr*b 11i norm2(mdwt(td,hh1));
39 td = denoise(xn,hh2,0,[0 2.23 0 0 0 0]);
40 r2 = nr*b 11i norm2(mdwt(td,hh2));
41 td = denoise(xn,hh3,0,[0 2.23 0 0 0 0]);
42 r3 = nr*b 11i norm2(mdwt(td,hh3));
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43 td = denoise(xn,hh4,0,[0 2.23 0 0 0 0]);
44 r4 = nr*b 11i norm2(mdwt(td,hh4));
45 td = denoise(xn,hh5,0,[0 2.23 0 0 0 0]);
46 r5 = nr*b 11i norm2(mdwt(td,hh5));
47

48 clear td;
49

50 [m,n]=size(xn);
51 scale = ones(size(xn));
52

53 level = log2(n);
54

55 %main POCS routine
56 for z = 1:ni
57

58 %first project onto Besov ball in hh1 wavelet domain
59 for k=1:level
60 ei = 2ˆk;
61 si = ei/2 + 1;
62 bhh = pp(si:ei,si:ei); ahh = scale(si:ei,si:ei);
63 bhl = pp(1:si-1,si:ei); ahl = scale(1:si-1,si:ei);
64 blh = pp(si:ei,1:si-1); alh = scale(si:ei,1:si-1);
65

66 temp = sum(sum(abs(bhh).*ahh+abs(bhl).*ahl+abs(blh).*alh))+pp(1,1);
67 if (temp > r1)
68 [phh,phl,plh]=l1 pr2(bhh,bhl,blh,ahh,ahl,alh,r1-abs(pp(1,1)));
69 p(si:ei,si:ei)=phh;
70 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=phl;
71 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=plh;
72 else
73 p(si:ei,si:ei)=bhh;
74 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=bhl;
75 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=blh;
76 end;
77 end;
78 p(1) = pp(1);
79

80 %wavelet transform of hh1 projected image in hh2 domain
81 pp = mdwt(midwt(p,hh1),hh2);
82

83 %project in hh2 domain
84 for k=1:level
85 ei = 2ˆk;
86 si = ei/2 + 1;
87 bhh = pp(si:ei,si:ei); ahh = scale(si:ei,si:ei);
88 bhl = pp(1:si-1,si:ei); ahl = scale(1:si-1,si:ei);
89 blh = pp(si:ei,1:si-1); alh = scale(si:ei,1:si-1);
90

91 temp = sum(sum(abs(bhh).*ahh+abs(bhl).*ahl+abs(blh).*alh))+pp(1,1);
92 if (temp > r2)
93 [phh,phl,plh]=l1 pr2(bhh,bhl,blh,ahh,ahl,alh,r2-abs(pp(1,1)));
94 p(si:ei,si:ei)=phh;
95 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=phl;
96 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=plh;
97 else
98 p(si:ei,si:ei)=bhh;
99 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=bhl;
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100 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=blh;
101 end;
102 end;
103 p(1) = pp(1);
104

105 %wavelet transform of hh2 projected image in hh3 domain
106 pp = mdwt(midwt(p,hh2),hh3);
107

108 %project in hh3 domain
109 for k=1:level
110 ei = 2ˆk;
111 si = ei/2 + 1;
112 bhh = pp(si:ei,si:ei); ahh = scale(si:ei,si:ei);
113 bhl = pp(1:si-1,si:ei); ahl = scale(1:si-1,si:ei);
114 blh = pp(si:ei,1:si-1); alh = scale(si:ei,1:si-1);
115

116 temp = sum(sum(abs(bhh).*ahh+abs(bhl).*ahl+abs(blh).*alh))+pp(1,1);
117 if (temp > r3)
118 [phh,phl,plh]=l1 pr2(bhh,bhl,blh,ahh,ahl,alh,r3-abs(pp(1,1)));
119 p(si:ei,si:ei)=phh;
120 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=phl;
121 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=plh;
122 else
123 p(si:ei,si:ei)=bhh;
124 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=bhl;
125 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=blh;
126 end;
127 end;
128 p(1) = pp(1);
129

130

131 pp = mdwt(midwt(p,hh3),hh4);
132

133 %now project in hh4 domain
134 for k=1:level
135 ei = 2ˆk;
136 si = ei/2 + 1;
137 bhh = pp(si:ei,si:ei); ahh = scale(si:ei,si:ei);
138 bhl = pp(1:si-1,si:ei); ahl = scale(1:si-1,si:ei);
139 blh = pp(si:ei,1:si-1); alh = scale(si:ei,1:si-1);
140

141 temp = sum(sum(abs(bhh).*ahh+abs(bhl).*ahl+abs(blh).*alh))+pp(1,1);
142 if (temp > r4)
143 [phh,phl,plh]=l1 pr2(bhh,bhl,blh,ahh,ahl,alh,r4-abs(pp(1,1)));
144 p(si:ei,si:ei)=phh;
145 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=phl;
146 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=plh;
147 else
148 p(si:ei,si:ei)=bhh;
149 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=bhl;
150 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=blh;
151 end;
152 end;
153 p(1) = pp(1);
154

155 pp = mdwt(midwt(p,hh4),hh5);
156
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157 %projection in hh5 domain
158 for k=1:level
159 ei = 2ˆk;
160 si = ei/2 + 1;
161 bhh = pp(si:ei,si:ei); ahh = scale(si:ei,si:ei);
162 bhl = pp(1:si-1,si:ei); ahl = scale(1:si-1,si:ei);
163 blh = pp(si:ei,1:si-1); alh = scale(si:ei,1:si-1);
164

165 temp = sum(sum(abs(bhh).*ahh+abs(bhl).*ahl+abs(blh).*alh))+pp(1,1);
166 if (temp > r4)
167 [phh,phl,plh]=l1 pr2(bhh,bhl,blh,ahh,ahl,alh,r4-abs(pp(1,1)));
168 p(si:ei,si:ei)=phh;
169 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=phl;
170 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=plh;
171 else
172 p(si:ei,si:ei)=bhh;
173 p(1:si-1,si:ei)=bhl;
174 p(si:ei,1:si-1)=blh;
175 end;
176 end;
177 p(1) = pp(1);
178

179 %bring it back to hh1 domain
180 pp = mdwt(midwt(p,hh5),hh1);
181

182 end; %of z (iteration)
183

184 %invert wavelet transform to get final estimate
185 y = midwt(p,hh5);
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